For the fate of every young person who is considered a " genius," or " dull," or " wayward," will be involved in the management to which he is subjected in tender life. It will depend on this whether he shall be a misery to himself and a disgrace to others, be prematurely cut off by mental and moral decay, and even by physical death, or (under an appropriate discipline, founded on the acknowledged principles of medical psychology) shall enjoy the possession of those moral attributes which adorn the individual, and make him an useful member of society.
To explain the subject more fully, it may be useful briefly to sketch the ordinary career of one boy at least in almost every school. Incapable, from defective organization, of acquiring that amount of knowledge which his tutor imperatively, and often dogmatically, demands, his parents expect, and his age would warrant, he is condemned as " idle," and punishment is used to (bereft of intellect and sapped in morals) left to dwell in the mental wilderness which an over-zealous system has produced.
It may be urged that an extreme case has been selected for the exposure of this evil, that the consequences arising from overpressure of the mind do not accumulate within so brief a space of life, nor arise and terminate in the rapid course described, and that the dulness and perverseness of youth have been overcome by the severity now condemned. But these are deceptive arguments, the mere excuses of ignorance, the temporary evasions of a truth which will only peal the louder on the ear of conviction the longer it is postponed. The terrible consequences may not, indeed, be fulfilled at so early an age; for as jealous nature will, when violated, attempt her own defence, it is found that the imbecile mind when young will often put forth some buds of promise, affording to the too sanguine parent hopes of future blossom. A few dim rays of reason will now and then break the uniform obscurity of the dullest mind, and may be hailed by some as the forerunner of a more constant mental sunshine. But In every one that is born into the world, there is this unseen and incomprehensible union of spirit and matter, soul and body; and this union continues until the death of the body dissolves the bond. Now, after all that has been written on the nature of mind, the whole mystery seems reducible to this simple interpretation, that " mind is the manifestation of the soul through the medium of the body." There must be a human soul operating in a human body to constitute mind. Its phenomena continue only during the lifetime of a man; at death they cease?the body then returning to its kindred earth, and the spirit to God who gave it. Divine revelation has not declared much to us respecting the state of the soul in its separate existence, beyond the fact of its spiritual intelligence, and its final subjection to reward or punishment; but experience reveals to us much of its nature when united to matter in the attributes of mind. Mind, then, is the effect of that mysterious union. It can take cognizance of external objects only through the body, (in the organs of sense;) it can display its internal sentiments only through the body, (in speech, writing, acts;) and it can reflect within itself, in its own secret chambers, (in thought, conception, &c.,) but still in the body; hence its restrictions. We see, therefore, that the mind is not identical with the soul; nor is it a mere bodily function, as the materialists affirm; but an independent quality?the offspring of the union of soul and body, the special seat of that union being in the brain. We see, too, that it partakes of the mixed nature of its authors in its spiritual conceptions, which come directly from the soul, and in its more physical perceptions as well as in its animal sensations, which are derived from the body; that it continues only whilst the union lasts, and ceases at their separation, to return when they shall be reunited in perfection to partake of their refine- If the views now propounded have any claims to accuracy, it behoves us to remember that whenever indolence, idleness, listlessness, obstinacy, perverseness, or any moral delinquency, as excessive cowardice, excessive petulance, lying, stealing, or any particular depravity exist, before punishment be had recourse to, the cause should be thoroughly investigated by a competent and experienced person; that if it cannot be attributed distinctly to a wilfulness springing from acquired corruption, (the natural talents being of a superior order, and the bodily health good,) then the fault lies in the education and not in the pupil; that punishment would be an aggravation of the evil, that a change of system can be the only efficient corrective; and that just as the severest corporeal punishment would be the proper correction of folly and wickedness in the one instance, it would only harden the heart and confirm the disease in the other.
In the absence of good abilities and good health, all these moral vagaries should be regarded as the consequences of weak intellect and deranged nervous energy, aggravated by mismanagement?as symptoms of a real disease requiring as much skill and experience in their treatment and cure as fever or insanity, or any other malady.
Assuming, then, that almost every departure from an ordinary amount of mental and bodily strength is a condition of more or less disease, it would be just as consistent to insist upon a patient to eat and drink, and walk out, and transact his usual business in fever, or any other serious bodily disorder, as to apply the same system of education, and to expect the same results, in youths of defective powers as from those of robust health and ordinary talents. We will not, indeed, dispute the soundness of the -principles on which the education of those having ordinary or superior abilities is established, if it be admitted that every condition of mind short of these being dependent on disease, should justify a departure from that system which is avowedly adapted and intended only for a healthy state.
We will not stop to inquire how far the whole system is founded in error, if it be only allowed on the evidence of the foregoing remarks, that it is totally incapable of fulfilling its great designs in the subjects of these nervous derangements. Nay, we may go so far as to grant that, till the principles and habits of modern society be themselves reformed?till the competitions, the avarice, and the intense selfishness of the age yield to more primitive and temperate ideas, education, as now conducted, is, to a certain extent, necessary to keep the human mind up to the high pressure point of this impetuous epoch of the world.
Can anything be conceived more irksome to a hoy of slow apprehension, than the very first lesson he is taught at school?the definition of the parts of speech?the dry grammatical construction of language? Can anything be conceived more exasperating, if, in addition to his natural dulness, he possess a highly nervous susceptibility, and perhaps some vivacious sentiments, than the daily repetition of a task he can neither understand, nor perhaps has even verbal memory enough to repeat to the satisfaction of his teacher 1 Can punishment elicit from one of such a conformation an amount of intelligence which he really does not possess ! And yet it is expected, because it happens to be the custom of the school, and in the usual order of teachers.
In all; such cases, there can be no doubt in the mind of any impartial person, where the error lies?it is in the system, and not in the pupil; it is in the scholastic pride, which being ignorant of, or disregarding, the laws of nature, would supercede them by its own artificial rules?it is in the folly, or somethingworse than folly, of sacrificing the moral interests of the individual to a vain attempt at forcing him to an intellectual position which tlie satisfying consciousness of having saved a fellow-creature from all the evils attendant on ignorance and vice, and of having been the instrument of adding a virtuous member to society.
We are informed by a higher than any human authority, that " the fear of God is the beginning of wisdom;" and this is indeed admitted as a general truth, but, alas! is practically neglected in most schools. There can be no doubt, however, that unless it be made the groundwork of early education in these peculiar cases of which we speak, then the most careful watching, the most gradual introduction of knowledge (even through proper channels), will certainly fail and disappoint our hopes. Next, therefore, to the establishment of good bodily health by a judicious medical treatment, the production of a healthy moral tone must be sought for through the medium of religion, by instilling into the mind those sound principles and motives which Christianity furnishes, and by inculcating those pure and holy precepts which it lays down for the regulation of daily life. It is remarkable, too, and evidences the wisdom and goodness of God, that there should be such a connexion and reaction between health and morals?good bodily health, on the one hand, conducing so much to promote morality; and good moral habits, on the other hand, tending so much to promote bodily health. Where both these results can be obtained?viz., good health of body, and a healthy moral tone, it presents the best possible basis on which to carry intellectual cultivation. It may, indeed, and often does, happen, that these three processes of improvement (physical, moral, and intellectual) may go on together under judicious management, and the one assist the other; but it should always be borne in mind, that the above is the natural order, and that whenever it is reversed, by seeking intellectual advancement at the expense of health and morals, it must be to the certain injury both of the individual himself, and of society at large. For We should leave the pursuit of classical literature, and the more abstruse subjects of moral philosophy, to be engaged in by minds more powerful and more qualified by natural taste to grapple with them.
The rudiments of botany, geology, and chemistry?a general knowledge of the structure and properties of the animal kingdom, of the sidereal system, and of geography?in fact, of all the physical sciences, will constitute the best means of engaging the attention and developing the various faculties of the imbecile. The perusal of history and of select biography will also be found of much service; tending to store them with useful and practical knowledge, and also to form the future character of the man; while the elements of arithmetical proportions and mathematics will engender the precision so indispensable to business and correctness of thought. Indeed, whatever kind of knowledge requires, in the first instance, the use of the senses, in order to its being perceived before it can be comprehended, will be found in all these cases to be the only practical method of fulfilling the great designs of education.
The foregoing observations must, of course, be regarded simply as the introduction of a subject as yet scarcely opened, but presenting a wide field for useful and interesting investigation. Brief, however, as sponsibility," but they cannot establish such flimsy excuses in the cases of those who are the particular subjects of these remarks.
The moralist can only lament effects, which are obvious to all, and attribute them to causes which, though they may be real, can be easily and abruptly denied by any captious disputant; but the physician can deal with the subject in a more palpable way, and bring the naked truth to view, by pointing his finger to the indelible accusation which erroneous education writes upon the living body in the characters of disease.
